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THE ROLE OF
ARCHANGELS
IN THE ESOTERIC ARENA

Archangels are genderless higher level angels in
Christianity, Judaism and Islam religions. Archangels
are known to regulate the cosmos and spread
goodwill in the material world. They participate in
battles with demons as well as interact with humans.
The 4 most agreed-upon Archangels are Michael,
Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel.
Archangels are intangible entities who are reached
through non-scientific methods. Mediums practice
the art of communication with those who have
passed on. Spiritualists are groups of mediums and
psychics that create conditions to hear and see
electrical messages from another dimension; God
and the afterlife. Spiritualist churches are a good
example of a respected approach to verify the art of
mediumship and its ramifications regarding a form of
proof for the existence of God.

Singing is one way to raise vibration levels and

encourage a connection with higher energetic
dimensions.
An inter-dimensional connection
happens when we raise our vibration while entities in
an alternate dimension lower their vibration.
Churches use hymns to create a spiritual link.
Entities penetrate our world regularly. Mediums and
psychics communicate with inter-dimensional entities
to tune into another frequency and exchange
information and impart guidance.

What is the nature of the source of psychic
information? Each esoteric tradition holds its own
imagery for spirit entities. Angel workers or light
workers use Archangels as spiritual guides. Each
archangel holds specific characteristics for guidance
and assistance.

The Kaballistic Tree of Life represents centers of
energy where pure energy transforms and manifests
into reality. Each bulb on the tree of life corresponds
to an Archangel.

ARCHANGEL REFERENCES
ARIEL: Courage, Environmental healing
AZRAEL- Grieving
CHAMUEL: Career change, Romance
GABRIEL: Artistic
Inspiration, Writing

Endeavors,

Inner

beauty,

HANIEL: Cyles, Hidden talents & ideas,
cyles, Sensativity

Moon

JERIMIEL: Change, Emotional Soothing, Gratitude,
Transistion
JOPHIEL: Beauty, Clear clutter
METATRON: Chakra clearing, Dream interpretaion,
Patterns, Sensative Children, Record Keeping
MICHAEL:
Love, Fear, Fixing things, General
healing, Peace,
Power, Negativity, Protection,
Strength, Unwavering faith
RAGUEL:
Understanding,
Settle
Fairness, Faith, Meditation, Harmony

disputes,

RAPHAEL: Apprecation, Light healing, Health issues
RAZIEL: Career awareness, Clairvoyance, Visions
SANDALPHON: Healing,
Music, Speak the truth

Miracles,

Gentleness,

URIEL: Creativity, Decision maker,
action, Pathway of life, Resentment

Ideas into

ZADKIEL:
Memory

Clairaudience,

Compassion,

KETHER (Crown) = METATRON
CHOKMAH (Wisdom) = RAZIEL
BINAH (Understanding) = ZADKIEL
CHESOD (Mercy) = ZADKIEL
GEBURAH (Severity) = CHAMEL
TIPARETH (Beauty) = RAPHAEL
NETZACH (Victory) = HANIEL
HOD (Glory) = MICHAEL
YESOD (Foundation) = GABRIEL
MALKUTH (Kingdom) = SANDALPHON
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